**Missouri Driver Licenses and Nondriver Identification Cards**

In December 2012, the Missouri Department of Revenue introduced the latest improvements to driver licenses and nondriver identification cards. These changes protect your identity and help decrease fraud. As of April 1, 2017, Missouri instruction permit, driver license, and nondriver identification card documents were modified to remove the Director of Revenue signature displayed above the applicant photo area of the printed document. Previously issued formats containing the Director of Revenue’s signature remain valid until the expiration date of the document.

**Driver License**

- Laser Perforations
- Ghost Image
- Fine lines through portrait and ghost image
- Overlapping data onto ghost image
- Photo
- Optional organ donor indicator
- REAL ID-compliant indicator
- Expiration date
- Issue Date
- Limited-Term indicator
- Not For REAL ID Purposes indicator
- Each card is laminated with an optically variable pattern with the text “Missouri” and the state seal. The laminate shows an ultraviolet ink pattern when placed directly under a black light source.
- 1D Barcode for factory use only.
- 2D Barcode includes data from the front side of the card.
- Class, Endorsement, and Restriction definitions will now be printed on the back of the card.
- Optional veteran, boater, and disability indicators.

**Under-21 License**

- Sample Driver License
- Sample Under-21 License
- Sample Nondriver Identification Card
• Applicants will receive a temporary license and may keep the old license which will be punched “VOID.”
• The permanent license will be produced at a secure U.S. facility.
• The new license will be mailed in an unmarked envelope (similar to credit card mailings) and will typically arrive in the mail at your home within 7 to 10 business days.